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game features 15 levels consisting of 45 to
50 different obstacles. For example,

â€śBallanceâ€ť is one of the most popular
dance and gymnastic games in which you

have to move the ball around. You also have
to follow different instructions and then

move to specific points in order to play the
game. There are many different patterns

and moves, which means that you will have
more fun with it each time. It is an excellent
game if you have a free time and no one is
around you. You can play it by yourself, but
it is much more interesting to play with your
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Ballance, known as Animate Dance in the

United Kingdom, is a minigame show for the
Turbografx/16 released by Hudson Soft and

published by Microcomputer Software in
1988. In the game, the player controls two

dance partners, a man and a woman, to
compete in different music genres such as
Rock, Ballad, and Chorus. The game can be

linked to and played with partner dance
games such as Do Do Dance or Stepmania.
In the United States, Ballance was published

by Hudson Soft in 1988 and was the first
title to be licensed to Game Boy. Ballance is
a low-budget 3-D action-puzzle game with
shooting, strategy, and platform elements.
The game is structured into multiple levels,
with the aim of the player to descend the
level by collecting orbs of various shapes

and colors. Getting into the level is usually
not a big challenge, but the actual path one
takes to reach the end is the one that will

have some strategy to it. A valuable option
that can be found at some point will be the

ability to blast open certain walls with a
pellet gun, allowing one to dodge some

objects on the way to a long-distant exit.
Many gamers found the original game a bit
too simplistic, slow and lacking in graphics,

so Hudson Soft replaced it with an enhanced
version, Ballance 2, which was released in
1992. The enhanced version aimed at a

more mature audience, by adding cutting-
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edge 3-D graphics, multiple difficulty levels,
and various other gameplay elements. The
first version of the game was published by
Hudson Soft in 1988 as an arcade game
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